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• Common services between

any two entities of NICIS

• Intersection of the three

entities most crucial, as

defines the success of overall

NICIS.

• Development of cross-cutting

skills internally and within the

community

SANReN DIRISA

CHPC

HPDAFast/Secure 
systems

Transferring 
large data

Mainly Large Scale Science projects: 

SKA, CERN, 4IR, SADC C.I. Framework, 

Climate Change (e.g. IPCC)



• Open (FAIR) Data & Open 

Science 

• Federated locally and 

globally (“One-stop-shop” 

catalogue)

• Certified as Trusted 

Repository

• Linked to funder systems

• Suite of services for RDM 

and data intensive analytics

40 PB

2 PB

Archival data & staging: 

VM access

8 PB

Active data: near real time 

interactive access

0.5 

PB

Services & staging 

between DIRISA and 

CHPC storage systems

Storage 

Virtualisation 

Server

Fast Parallel 

FS

1 

PFLOPS

Compute

4 PB

Software defined storage hierarchySmall, fast Big, slow

iRODS

DIRISA cloud portal



Network Infrastructure



• Lengau = “Cheetah”

• Installed 2015 with 1.6 PFLOP performance

• 1 345 Nodes of INTEL processors

• Rear-door water cooling system

• 7 Petabytes of Lustre storage

• Close to 100% utilisation

• GPU Cluster with 9 Nodes 

each with 4 NVIDIA – V100 

processors.

• Mainly used for Machine 

Learning, Artificial 

Intelligence  and Materials 

Science applications.

• CERN Tier-2 Grid facility

• Supports ALICE and ATLAS 

experiments

• OpenStack Cloud named 

SEBOWA

• 52 Nodes with INTEL 

processors

• Installed in March 2020

• Used for many applications 

including COVID-19  Data 

Services

NICIS Platforms



• Evaluate technology for HPC and cloud

• Investigate and develop technology to improve 

HPC systems

• Provide a consulting service for HPC and cloud 

technology

• Collaborate with users with special applications 

to drive efficiency

• Operate experimental systems

Research in Technology



User Categories 

2016/17 – 2021/22 

SA Academic
71%

SA Public Inst
14%

African Partners
9%

SA Industry
6%



Use Cases of HPC Platforms

● Various stakeholders in 

this spectrum require 

different levels of 

security protocols

● Some of restrictions 

might be from Legal 

obligation to provide 

security for sensitive 

information

WORKING DRAFT 
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After the workshop, a number of workshop participants collaborated to document, confirm, and extend 

the workshop’s results, producing this report which is organized by the four goals enumerated above. 

5. Current HPC Use Cases and Security Practices 
Many different academic, industrial, and government organizations use HPC systems, with a broad 

diversity of use cases across all technological readiness levels, from basic research in fundamental 

physics all the way to operational capabilities including weather prediction. Design features and 

specifications are tailored to mission-specific problems, frequently described on a spectrum from 

compute-intensive to data-intensive. HPC for compute-intensive problems, such as simulations and 

modelling, relies on fast calculation to develop a causal understanding of mechanisms as modelled 

systems evolve in time. In contrast, HPC for data-intensive problems, such as data analytics, image 

processing, and visualization, uses statistical correlation to identify and predict trends. Differences in the 

problem space have resulted in a very diverse HPC hardware and software ecosystem with a variety of 

architectures, including GPU accelerators and high memory machines. HPC is a tool used in common by 

different organizations, with different missions, for different problems, with different machines. Because 

it is so generally useful, cybersecurity for HPC is critically important and presents a unique challenge for 

the NSCI.  

Stakeholders in the HPC ecosystem, as shown in Fig. 1, can include academic computing, national 

laboratories, industry, defense R&D, and HPC for operational problems, such as weather prediction, air 

traffic control, and transportation. The restrictions on operator use may depend in part on the regulatory 

environment, where there are legal obligations to provide greater security for sensitive information. 

Likewise, HPC may support critical infrastructure with requirements for continuous availability, and 

therefore operator restrictions may be greater. As a general rule of thumb, productivity and ease of use 

directly trades off with security, with the idea being that security typically benefits from user restrictions.   

 

Figure 1. The regulatory burden of sensitive information imposes restrictions on operator use. HPC 

capabilities used for operational purposes may also have highly restricted operating environments where 

the information itself is not sensitive. 

Traditionally, HPC systems in academic environments are big iron computers with domain scientist 

programmers writing code on bare-metal.  A typical academic HPC system runs a Linux operating system 

on an exotic hardware and software stack with a connection to a high-performance Wide Area Network. 



Cybersecurity in platform economy

In an era of digital transformation, the platform economy is rapidly 
growing in Africa, offering numerous opportunities for economic 
development and innovation

However, this growth comes with increased cybersecurity 
challenges that require our attention



A DEEP DIVE INTO KENYA, 
NIGERIA, AND SOUTH AFRICA

KENYA NIGERIA SOUTH AFRICA 

90 %  
of online 

shoppers buy in 

smartphone

Capital city: 

Region:  

Currency:  

Population:  

24%  
of the 

populat ion in 

Kenya buy 

online

Capital city: 

Region:  

Currency:  

Population:  

88%  
of online 

shoppers buy 

in smartphone

26%  
of the 

populat ion in 

Nigeria buy 

online

Capital cities: 

Region:  

Currency:  

Population:  

82%  
of online 

shoppers buy 

in smartphone

41%  
of the South 

African 

populat ion buy 

online

Source:

41% of South African buy online with 82% 

using smart phones for transactions

519.8 Million Users of ecommerce by 2025
$701.4 Billion



Typical Cybersecurity threats 

Phishing attacks
Malware and 
ransomware

DDoS attacks Insider threats

Lack of digital 
security 
infrastructure

Hacking



Strategies to enhance cybersecurity

Cybersecurity awareness and education

Regular security assessments and audits

Adoption of robust encryption and authentication measures

Collaborative efforts between business, governments and cybersecurity 
experts



CSIRT Services

Vulnerability assessments (3 
different scans, aggregating 
results and presenting in 
actionable report)

Alerts (correlation of threat 
intelligence feeds and send 
to institutions)

Announcements of 
interesting and relevant 
information security.

Incident response support 
and coordination



Attacker gathering system vulnerability



Skills development initiatives

Cybersecurity challenge for 
undergraduate students

Over 600 students from various institutions

Finals held during Annual HPC Meeting

•Capture the flag, Attack and Defend, 
Decoding Hashes and Social engineering

Collaboration with university in 
pursuing research in cybersecurity



Recommendations

Use data analytics to optimize threat detection and response

Plan for and Invest in organization wide posture in resilience 

Embrace functional convergence – collaboration on security within organisation

Focus on the foundational - lack of basic IT hygiene is security risk

Cloud security is key – more rigorous cloud workload hardening 



Website: www.nicis.ac.za


